it is obviously sufficient to consider the case a > 0. As 1 and x are divisors * Presented to the Society (Chicago) April 5, 1912. t E. Landau, Handbuch der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen, Leipzig, 1909, pp. 217-219. In the following, this work will be briefly quoted as "Handbuch."
X Handbuch, pp. 219-222. To obtain the corresponding superior limit, we express sa (x) in terms of the prime factors of x. We denote the prime numbers, in their natural order, by Pi(= 2), p2 ( for a > 1, where f ( a ) is the Riemann Zeta function, gives (6) Sa(x)<x*Ç(<*), whence (7) limsup^^rt«).
In order to show that the equality sign prevails in (7), the obvious way is to construct a special infinite sequence of integers Xi, x2,
To this purpose, make
we then obtain from (5)
Now the infinite product
is uniformly convergent in respect to v for v 5 2;* to any given e > 0 we may therefore find an n ( e ) independent of v such that for n = w ( e ) and v ~ 2 uu; r("«) + 2>jfi 1_i>f(m) 2- f or n ^> n ( e ) and i» 5> » ( « ) ■ Now if we make v = n + 1 and
it follows that for n ^ the larger of the numbers n ( e ) and v ( t ) -1,
that is, (8) is satisfied, and the combination of (7) and (8) 
p".= loga;-(l + o(l)).
We furthermore have, C being the Eulerian constant, nfl--) = ,--(l + o(l)),* jTixV VJ logxv
The notation / ( x ) = 0{g(x)) signifies that lim sup ^-)-y-is finite, so that a positive x=<*> g \x) constant A may be found such that | / (x) | < Ag ( x ) for all sufficiently large values of x.
Examples: Vx = 0 (x), x + 1 = 0 (x), 1 /x* = 0( 11x**), sinx = 0(1).
/(x) The notation /(x) = o (#(x) ) signifies that lim *-;--r = 0.
i=»9(x) Examples: log x = o ( v^x ), 1/x =o(l).
These definitions immediately give the following rules for calculation: (x)). II. In a sum of several symbols 0 or o, only the one of the highest order need be retained. whence Um loglogs+log(l+o(l)) = x x=m log log X log log* + log (l+o (l))=loglogx-(1 + 0(1)), and ,. l+o(l) .. 1 + Í , l+o(l) , ,",., um i I"m ( " "^ rir = x or 11,1 al +o(l)» »=«l+o(l) jl€=ol+« 1+0 (1) whence our formula.
From (23) I=" r x log log a;
TAird case, 0 < a < 1.-We begin by developing an asymptotic expression for log II--, where 0 < a < 1. As it (n) -ir(n -I) equals 1 or zero p -x i _L P" according as n is prime or composite, we find by partial summation logII-1T=-£log(l-¿) The function -.-decreasing monotonously when « increases, we have r+1 du _i_ r du J" u" log u n" log n J"_, w* log u ' r+1 du ^_i_ r du J2 u log u n=2 n" log n Ji ua log u or Sn"ldgn = J, n'logn + 0(1)' *
